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ABSTRACT
Proof-of-Work (PoW) is a consensus algorithm where miners solve
cryptographic puzzles to mine blocks and obtain the reward speci-
fied through the underlying blockchain’s Block Reward Mechanism
(BRM). Rewards from mining the block have a high associated risk
(variance). Miners form mining pools to reduce this risk. The for-
mation of mining pools leads to centralization in PoW blockchains.
We study the role of BRMs in forming mining pools and propose a
novel BRM that disincentivizes the formation of mining pools. For
our analysis, we model the system as a two-player game between
(1) an incoming miner and (2) the existing PoW blockchain system.

We categorize BRMs into (a) Memoryless — history independent
and (b) Retentive BRMs. We show the impossibility of designing a
Memoryless BRM that disincentivizes mining pool formation. We
propose a novel retentive BRM – Decent-BRM, which incentivizes
incoming miners to perform solo mining (leading to a decentralized
PoW blockchain) over forming mining pools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nakamoto [13] introduced blockchain technology through Bitcoin;
that employed the use of Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus proto-
col. It involves maintaining a distributed transaction ledger — a
chain of ordered blocks. Each block contains some transactions.
The interested miners can join the network and must solve some
cryptographic puzzle to mine (propose) the next block. In return
for spending cost (in the form of energy) to mine the block, miners
are compensated with newly minted coins according to some Block
Reward Mechanism (BRM). The mining of a block is a random event
with the probability of mining the next block proportional to the
mining power for a miner.
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Mining Pools. There has been 10x growth in computing power
used for mining Bitcoins in the last five years [1]. Due to the in-
crease in the total computing power of the system, the probability
of mining a block has decreased for small miners. Solo miners with
limited computing power face high risk (variance in reward from
mining) as they often fail to mine any blocks for a prolonged dura-
tion. To minimize the risk, miners come together and form mining
pools and distribute rewards according to some Reward Sharing
Scheme (RSS) [16] when the pool mines a block. The formation of
mining pools leads to the same expected rewards but much more
frequent payment, reducing the risk.
Threat of centralization. Some mining pools have since grown
disproportionately large, causing centralization in the system. For
example, the top three mining pools in Bitcoin, Foundry USA (≈
29%), Ant Pool (≈ 16%) and F2 Pool (14%) control a 59% of the total
mining power. The security of the PoW-based blockchains relies
on the fact that no authority controls > 50% of the computing
power. Such unprecedented levels of centralization could pose a
severe security threat to the PoW blockchains [2]. The challenge of
> 50% majority with a single mining pool is not new. For example,
GHash.IO controlled the majority (55%) of the Bitcoin network in
June 2014, which eroded the public trust in the currency [12].
Game Theoretic approach to mining pools. Game Theory plays
an important role in analyzing blockchains [4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 15, 17]
as miners are rational and interested in maximizing rewards and
minimizing risks. Hence, studying the event of a new miner joining
mining pools as a game is natural. The researchers have examined
mining pools focusing on optimal RSS [9, 16], or maximizing miner
utility [3, 6]. In this work, we analyze the role of Block Reward
Mechanisms (BRM) in the formation of mining pools and central-
ization of the PoW blockchain. We also propose a novel BRM —
decentBRM which disincentivizes Mining Pool formation.

2 BLOCK REWARD MECHANISMS & GAME
In Proof-of-Work (PoW) blockchains, each block consists of the
block-header and transaction data. Block-header for block 𝐵𝑘 at
height 𝑘 on the chain (aka. ledger) contains information about
parent block (𝐵𝑘−1) and nonce (a random binary string). The ledger
history corresponding to block 𝐵𝑘 is H𝑘 . Miners try to propose
(aka. mine) the block by choosing a nonce such that the hash of 𝐵𝑘
is less than some target difficulty 𝑇 set by the protocol. A round 𝑘

is the duration after mining 𝐵𝑘−1 in which block 𝐵𝑘 is mined.
Block Reward Mechanism. The miner of block 𝐵𝑘 is rewarded
according to some Block Reward Mechanism (BRM) Γ(𝐵𝑘 ,H𝑘 ). We
categorize the BRMs into:
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• Memoryless-BRM (Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠 ): Here, block-reward for any block
𝐵𝑘 is independent of ledger history H𝑘 . Mathematically,
Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠 (𝐵𝑘 ,H𝑘 ) = Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠 (𝐵𝑘 ,H

′

𝑘
) forH𝑘 ≠ H ′

𝑘
. An example of

a blockchain using memoryless BRM is Bitcoin [13].
• Retentive-BRM (Γ𝑓 𝑐 ): Here, block-reward for any block 𝐵𝑘
depends on the history of the ledger. Fruitchains [14] is an
example of blockchain implementing Retentive BRMs.

As a miner has very less computing power as compared to the
system, the probability of it mining a block is very low. Hence, the
associated risk (modelled as variance) is very high. To tackle this
risk, miners form mining pools and mine a block together. They
share the obtained reward through some reward-sharing scheme
(RSS)𝜓 . The RSS of any mining pool should be fair, failing which
no miner joins the pool. We call the RSS fair if it is an unbiased
estimator of the hash rate distribution [16, Section 2.4].
Game Description. We consider a game between two players1
P = {𝑝1, 𝑝2}. Solo-miner 𝑝1 is joining the PoW blockchain sys-
tem as a player and has to decide how to distribute their mining
power among mining pools/solo mining. 𝑝1 is characterized by
𝜃1 = (𝑀1, 𝜌) where 𝑀1 is their mining power and 𝜌 is their risk-
tolerance. Player 𝑝2 is an abstraction of the existing PoW blockchain
system characterized by 𝜃2 = (𝑀2,A) where 𝑀2 is the mining
power and A is the set of mining pools (𝑝 = |A| pools) with pool
𝑖 using reward sharing scheme 𝜓𝑖 . We assume 𝑀2 >> 𝑀1. Game
progression is as follows: (1) Player 𝑝2 chooses strategy 𝑓 – distri-
bution of mining power among different mining pools 𝑓𝑖 for pool 𝑖
and 𝑓0 for the set of solo miners. (2) 𝑝1 (after observing 𝑓 ) chooses
strategy 𝑔 to split their mining power among existing pools/solo
mining. The utility of 𝑝1 is defined as:

𝑈1 (𝑔, 𝑓 ; (𝜃1, 𝜃2)) =
∞∑︁

𝑘=𝑟0

𝛿𝑟−𝑟0
(
𝑎E[𝑅𝑘 ] − 𝑏 (E[𝑅

𝜌

𝑘
])1/𝜌 − 𝑐𝐷 (𝑔)

)
Here, (1) 𝑅𝑘 is the random variable associated with block reward
from round 𝑘 , (2) E[𝑅𝜌

𝑘
] is 𝜌𝑡ℎ moment of 𝑅𝑘 , capturing the risk

and (3) 𝐷 (𝑔) is the switching cost – incurred in changing between
different mining pools in a round. We assume two properties of this
switching cost (P1) 𝐷 (𝑔) decreases monotonically with | {𝑔𝑖 |𝑔𝑖 ≠
0} | and (P2) If 𝑔1

𝑖
+ 𝑔1

𝑗
= 𝑔2

𝑖
+ 𝑔2

𝑘
and 𝑔1

𝑖
· 𝑔1

𝑗
> 𝑔2

𝑖
· 𝑔2

𝑗
and 𝑔𝑞 is

same ∀𝑞 ∈ [0, 𝑘]/{𝑖, 𝑗} then 𝐷 (𝑔1) ≤ 𝐷 (𝑔2). Our goal is to obtain
decentralization, which is defined as follows

Definition (Informal) (Decentralization) A mechanism (Γ,𝜓 )
is 𝜌−decentralized if equilibrium strategy for 𝑝1 is 𝑔 such that
for any strategy 𝑓 , the mining power of largest pool does not
increase when 𝑝1 joins the system.

max
𝑖∈{1,2,...,𝑘 }

𝑓𝑖 ≥ max
𝑗∈{1,2,...,𝑘 }

𝑔 𝑗𝑀1 + 𝑓𝑗𝑀2
𝑀1 +𝑀2

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Memoryless BRMs.We perform an analysis of Memoryless BRMs
to obtain pessimistic results. We depict our results through Figure 1
and informally state them below. The detailed results (with proofs)
can be found in [18].

1the terms miners and players are used interchangeably

𝑐 ≥ 𝑐 =
𝑏 ·𝑅𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ·𝑀1 ·𝑝

𝑀2 ·𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛

← centralized

open

decentralized

𝑐 = 0

Figure 1: Bounds on switching cost parameter for Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠

1 Lemma 1: PoW blockchain with Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠 is 𝜌−Decentralized
for any 𝜌 > 1 if there is no switching cost.

2 Theorem 1: Equilibrium for 𝑝1 is to join the largest mining
pool if switching cost parameter 𝑐 ≥ 𝑏 ·𝑅𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ·𝑀1 ·𝑝

𝑀2 ·𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
.

3 Theorem 2: It is impossible to construct a memoryless BRM
Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠 such that solo mining is equilibrium strategy.

Retentive BRMs. We analyse Fruitchains [14], one of the most
popular retentive BRMs. Towards this, we show that:

1 Theorem 3: Retentive BRM Γ𝑓 𝑐 provides lower risk to 𝜌

risk-averse player than Memoryless BRM Γ𝑚𝑙𝑠 .
2 Theorem 4: Even in Retentive BRM Γ𝑓 𝑐 , joining mining
pools is incentivized over solo mining.

Our conclusion from this analysis is that Retentive BRMs re-
duce risk in mining. Towards this, we propose Decent-BRM, which
achieves decentralization in PoW blockchains.

4 DECENT-BRM: DECENTRALIZED BLOCK
REWARD MECHANISM

Decent-BRM In Decent-BRM reward from block 𝐵𝑘 is distributed
among miners of blocks 𝐵1, 𝐵2 . . . , 𝐵𝑘 equally. Doing so allows a
player to obtain a reward proportional to its mining power in each
round. Since mining is a random process, for any player joining at
round 𝑟0, we consider the expected number of blocks mined by the
player to be proportional to its mining power after 𝑟0 +𝑇 .
Implementing Decent-BRM. The implementation of this pro-
tocol can be through a special transaction that inputs the hash of
two blocks 𝐵𝑥 , 𝐵𝑦 (for 𝑥 < 𝑦) and transfers the share of the reward
from 𝐵𝑦 to the miner of 𝐵𝑥 . Implementing Decent-BRM increases
the transaction pool by𝑂 (ℎ2) for chain height ℎ. However, this can
be tackled through (1) variable height of transaction (Merkle) tree
– the depth of Merkle-tree at block height ℎ should be 𝑙𝑜𝑔(ℎ) or
(2) use recursive succinct proofs [11] to represent multiple transac-
tions into small size. We leave formal cryptographic construction
of blockchains employing Decent-BRM for future work.

Based on this, we show that the PoW blockchain that implements
Decent-BRM achieves Decentralization (disincentivizing pool for-
mation). We state the result informally below, but the details can
be found in Lemma 2 and Theorem 5 [18].

Theorem (Informal) (Decent-BRM achieves Decentralization)
In a PoW blockchain implementing ΓDecent-BRM, the equilibrium
strategy for 𝜌−risk averse 𝑝1 joining the system is to perform
solo-mining for any 𝜌 ∈ N. As a result, the PoW blockchain is
𝜌−decentralized, and no mining pools get formed.
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